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A Seed's Tweets.....!
 
I remember a day 10 years back,
my eyes staring at a mango sack.
My sweet grandpa got it from his garden,
with so much love and affection laden.!
I grabbed one with my tender hands.
adoring with a kiddish innocence.
T'was yummy to the core,
an ultimate gourmet's desire!
'Slurpp'ed it in galloping speed,
nothing to impede except seed.!
threw it away into the backyard.
Now 10 yrs after, i look in front of me,
A massive giant mango tree.
Widespread with mighty branches,
covering neighbourhood ranches.!
With bundles of mangoes and leaves.
a living home for chirping birds and bees.!
A thought provoked my mind,
You never know how big u can become....
until you are thrown out to be on your own.! ! !
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A Sole Walker
 
Across oceans, as sole hawk-
   yearning for a soul to talk,
 through my path, had an isolated walk.
 
 Loneliness chased my life,
   to slew my woes, had no knife.
 through my path, been I only a trife.
 
 While all evenings ran slow,
   none to speak, had an isolated blow
 through my path, saw no illuminated glow.
 
 Saw no rose, but only thorn
    with unknown reason I was born,  
 through my path, only sadness have I worn.
 
 To view the world, when I turned,
   tough lessons are there to be learnt.
 through my path of life, only sorrows I earned.
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Beauty Of An Evening
 
On an evening spring,
euphony from a guitar string,
maple leaves shed from trees.
yellow ground and a gracious breeze.
 
People view scenes that trends,
joyous with family and frenz.
Birds chirp the melodious notes,
sitting over lamplight posts.
 
Shining sun concealed behind hills.
dark clouds pour down glassy drizzles.
Little flowers blossom on the riverside,
water moves gracefully beside.
 
Bluish sky turns red-orange colour,
incomes a candy odour.
moon from farside says a hi.
welcoming the stary night.
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Dew On The Grass
 
Oh! Great is the slope of the meadow
  lush green lawn grown so low
  drops of dew on every blade of grass flow.
 
Hidden sun glow in mercy
  to warm cold sick skin of men,
  a location even to enjoy the beauty of sun.
 
Worries and woes blow with breeze,
  flora of various colours, that eyes gaze
  around, as sheep and bull move in laze.
 
Heart huming songs, on track  a rail,
  lying one over another with my pal,
  with a longing for love, we fall.
 
Fall where great is the slope of the meadow
 Where lush green lawn grown so low
 And where drops of dew on every blade of grass flow.
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India-The Nation To Feel Proud Of
 
Patriotic mind of mine kindled
     impulsive thoughts that induced
  the cells of mine to see India developed.
 
  Let the indelible potence of each
     rise to instill grit and teach
  to plant the seeds of wisdom and courage.
 
  Let not India lay with beggary hands
     that expect helps from the others.
  Thy serve to others and stand on its proud legs.
 
  Thou art, let not sleep
     make India flourish
  In all fields that it accomplish.
 
  Let the priest in temples chant
  not,
     'to deign each men with wealth and prosperity'
  yet,
     'to see the light of developed India'
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Is Hunting Fun! ?
 
Incadescent sun concealed behind mountains,
   I had my bobbin packed in bag,
daring to go about an adventurous hunting
   taking hand grandpa's blunderbuss,
I set off without any fuss.
 
Blusters blew swirling dead gleble,
   through dark black forest, I tread.
splendent torch glew red,
   looking forward a nice knock,
Waited for a good stock.
 
I sighted deer through gleam
   eyes twinkled green,
Aimed perfect, with one eye closed
   The moment, a sharp thorn pricked my feet
I screamed 'ouch! ! '.Realised the intense pain.
 
I beat my breast for being bearish
   towards animals of benevolence behaviour,
Had I a thoughtful lesson-
   a true lesson to every jaeger.
I turned home being corrected.
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Mom- I Love U.
 
The time when I laid on your laps, mother,
      of the outside world I lest bother
      That's time I was four.
   You bet me, chided me, advised me,
      That was all in the world I knew.
   I cared in this world for nothing
      except to ride a bicycle I had training
      That was time I was nine.
   I found the world a mystery,
      for you provided me the glossary.
   Unknowing what causes why I found myself crazy
      for then you taught me the lessons of life
      That's time I was eleven.
   Clearing all the downsides of me,
      with a pride eye you see.
   Now I learnt the world well mother
      to write a poem on you, the words slither
      and its time I am sixteen.
   Thy soul being yours, I find
      Thou art is so kind.
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My Dream's Angel
 
Where in the world
   could I ever see her,
 Up the hills, down the plain,
   oh! Please appear here dear!
 
 What in the world
   would I ever imagine?
 Whirl with the winds,
   angel appear here in a spin!
 
 When in the world
   should I ever test?
 The thoughts of yours,
   are shed without rest.
 
 Whom in the world
   might I ever trust?
 Please don't vanish,
   making my heart burst.
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Sounds That Should Not Be Missed
 
Sound of blossom of a flower,
               I desire to hear,
               the sound of nature.
 
      Sound of rain's glassy water drop,
               over a roof's top,
               the sound of joy.
 
      Sound of beat of our heart,
               through our ears caught,
               the sound of wonder.
 
      Sound of delicious supper in boil,
               after a great day's toil,
               the sound of hunger.
 
      Sound of a mother's loving ballad,
               hearing the cry of her toddler,
               the sound of love! ! !
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U Decide The Climax - But Its Horror! ! !
 
During a dark dense quiet night
on cloudy day's dim light,
I saw the most horror frightened sight.
 
I rushed into house in terror,
gathering there was some error,
grew anxious to infer.
 
Stains of blood on red carpet,
drops of it leaking on bed,
from the roof's top was terrific threat.
 
Dreadful two spirit's voices heard,
one good another bad,
good promised a reward.
 
But bad cried, 'I am hungry lush
give me your sappy red flesh
will I have a frolic flush'.
 
Ghastly two doors opened,
inside, both equally darkened,
nothing seen inside, my sweat down flooded.
 
'Is my fate a death hard,
or a happy reward',
my hearts questioned.
 
My decision being my fate,
I entered a door off late,
Then............,
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Where Am I Now..? ! .
 
Sitting lonely on a chair
breathing some morning air
thinking so hard
to become a bard
I penned this title.
 
Looking at the trees through grill,
that amidst of buildings stand still.
I tried to recollect my past
memories denied to gush in fast
For not much of a thorny lane
have i traversed being little sane.
 
Gifted with a life that's blessed,
in all endeavors, luck surely kissed.
I found myself in limelight,
for no reason so bright
had I always been upright.
 
Scorching sun made an ascend
backing me to the real present,
Most of which is lived in fantasy
entangled by thoughts so lousy
wasting time thinking about past
is insane in this world so vast.
 
I felt being lost in the mighty crowd,
yearning to make myself feel proud.
realized only the seeds we sow today,
bestows us a bigger tomorrow, a good day.! ! ! .
 
********HAPPY NEW YEAR*********
****************2011******************
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